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The Eighth Annual University of Massachusetts and New England Area Librarian e-Science Symposium

April 6, 2016 | University of Massachusetts Medical School
Faculty Conference Room | Worcester, MA

8:30 – 9:00 Registration, Continental Breakfast and Networking

9:00 – 9:15 Welcome Faculty Conference Room

9:15 – 10:00 Keynote Presentation: Overview of Data Services
Kendall Roark Purdue University Libraries

10:00 – 10:15 Instructions for Breakout Sessions

10:15 – 10:30 Break and Move to Breakout Session Rooms
Data Information Literacy: Jake Carlson Faculty Conference Room
Compliance: Margaret Henderson & Hillary Miller Library Classroom
Informationist: Leah Honor Medical School Building Room S1-123
Data Repositories: Lisa Johnston Library Rare Book Room

10:30 – 11:15 Breakout Session 1

11:20 – 12:05 Breakout Session 2

12:10 – 12:30 Lunch Faculty Conference Room

12:30 – 1:30 Poster Session Medical School Building Lobby

1:30 – 2:30 Panel 1: Future of Data Science: Library Educators
Matthew Burton University of Pittsburgh
Jian Qin Syracuse University
Rong Tang Simmons College

2:30 – 3:30 Panel 2: Future of Data Science: Library Practitioners
Chris Erdmann Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
Margaret Henderson Virginia Commonwealth University
Andrea Thomer University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

3:30 – 4:00 Wrap-up, Closing Remarks and Evaluations